A channeling from Marsha Hankins

The Colors of Love
All of the colors of the Solar Spectrum are important, which is
why they are the colors of the seven major chakras in the human
form. Each color of the spectrum – the ROYGBIV – represents
aspects of the Love of The God/Goddess. Acceptance of one’s
true colors is acceptance of one’s true self. Embrace all of the
colors and the energy of each chakra. They are a key to human
transformation.

Red is the color of Love.
 Red is courage and passion in life.
 Red is the strength and endurance in the life process.
 Red is the flow of the life-blood and the energy that sustains the
human process.
 Red is Mother Earth alive and thriving.
 Red is the connection of Heaven and Earth.
 Red is the passion He and She have for each other.
 Red is the bonding of the Masculine and the Feminine in the physical form.
 Red is He and She as One.

Orange is the color of Love.









Orange is growth and warmth.
Orange is the safety and security of the womb.
Orange is the nurturing of The Divine Mother.
Orange is the development our creative talents.
Orange is reverence for Life.
Orange is laughter, joy and gaiety.
Orange is the expression of our unique talents and service to humanity.
Orange is turning creative idea into form.

Yellow is the color of Love






Yellow is the color of the Sun which sustains life on Earth.
Yellow is the radiant, all-encompassing Love of the Divine Father.
Yellow is the support of God…the support of Source.
Yellow is mental activity transformed.
Yellow is the little will of man converted into the Divine Power of the
Divine Will.
 Yellow is the evolution from lower-self to God-Self.
 Yellow is the knowingness that there is only one Will, and that it serves All.
 Yellow is a reminder that Source feeds us all.
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Green is the color of Love









Green is the regeneration of the species of humanity as it moves into Light.
Green is the opening of the heart.
Green is the nurturing of nature, the love of everything.
Green is feeling Mother Earth and all of her kingdoms as One with us.
Green is the expression of love in the world by our deeds and actions.
Green is openness and receptivity through both giving and receiving Love.
Green is kindness, harmony and balance with Nature and with All That Is.
Green is the effortless flow of the heart energy.

Blue is the color of Love






Blue is the voice of the God-Self.
Blue is love in all we think, feel, say and do.
Blue is speaking and serving with love.
Blue is the Wisdom of the Ages.
Blue is the wisdom of Mother Earth combined with the Wisdom of
The Goddess Above.
 Blue is God and Goddess brought together in the seamless flow of Love.
 Blue is the courage to follow with conviction, the pursuit of
Heaven on Earth.
 Blue is putting love first in all of our actions and communications.

Indigo is the color of Love









Indigo is the vision of the God-Self.
Indigo is seeing through the eyes of Love at all times.
Indigo is laugher and joy.
Indigo is seeing the Universe as a whole.
Indigo is the vision of Peace in a world of chaos.
Indigo is sharing one’s vision through sharing oneself.
Indigo is never letting go of Divine Hope or Gratitude.
Indigo is the path to Oneness with All.

Violet is the color of Love
 Violet is the representation of Awakening.
 Violet is the realization that we are One with God.
 Violet is the realization that there are no limits except the ones we
put on ourselves.
 Violet is the unlimitedness of Light and Love.
 Violet is the understanding that only we can create the experience
of our God-Selves
 Violet is Forgiveness and Kindness for all that we are.
 Violet is the understanding that this was always an illusion.
 Violet is readiness for Ascension.
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Thank you for reading.
Please share this link with your friends.
https://theendofduality.leadpages.co/download-colors-of-love

Marsha’s book is now available in both
paperback and e-book on
Amazon and Barnes & Noble
Learn more on her website
theendofduality.com

Join Marsha at any of the following.
Facebook: facebook.com/AscensionTheEndOfDuality
Twitter: twitter.com/marshahankins
Pinterest: pinterest.com/theendofduality
Instagram: instagram.com/marsha.hankins
YouTube: youtube.com/c/marshahankins
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/marshahankins
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